Growth
& Acquisitions
Improve your upstream investment
returns through best practice use of SAP®
- delivered by the oil and gas specialists.
In an environment where increasing costs and smaller
marginal returns are prevalent, you cannot afford to lose
control of any aspect of your CAPEX project. Although
SAP® is a powerful enabling tool, its complexity can prove
a stumbling block, especially when time is imperative.
How do you use SAP to enhance your control and agility
during business or operational transitions?
Whether you are:
•

Acquiring or divesting assets or subsidiaries

•

Transitioning from exploration to production

•

Mobilising, commissioning or decommissioning assets

•

Undertaking geographic expansion or expanding
your service offering

Absoft provides a range of SAP services that will help you better
manage these strategic investments for maximum return.
We deliver:
•

Data migration and operational data compliance
for the strictest global regulations

•

Best practice SAP design and implementations to
meet your time and budget constraints

•

Optimised delivery of
localisation and roll outs

•

Full SAP training and knowledge transfer, whether
staff are new or acquiring new skills
Organisational
Changes
>Acquisition
>Mergers
>Divestment
>Change in operatorship

SAP

Trust the experts
When a European oil and gas operator took over a new
field in Eastern Europe, they needed to implement SAP
quickly in order to get operations moving. With our help
they were up and running with their new SAP solution in
just 6 weeks instead of the originally planned 12 weeks.
A global independent operating company needed to
migrate data from their legacy systems into SAP. Absoft
delivered the data into their new system with the quality
and integrity necessary for safe operations. The client said it
was smoothest transition they had ever completed, saving
time and money in comparison with previous projects.
An international downhole tool manufacturer completed a
series of global acquisitions. They used SAP at corporate
level but wanted to bring in their acquired regional
operations. Absoft was selected to deploy their UK system.
Impressed with the quality of our delivery, they subsequently
entrusted us to provide a solution for their problematic
French system, as well as further implementations in the
US, Australia, Peru, Chile and Mexico.
80% of our revenue is from existing customers. We have
the upstream expertise and track record you need. That’s
why our customers stay with us.

configurations,

CAPEX
Projects
>Strategic growth
>Transitioning from
exploration to production
>Mobilising
>Commissioning
>Decommissioning

Rapid SAP
Enablement

Bottom Line
Impact

>Solution & process design
>Technical infrastructure
>Implementations
>Subsidiary and office
roll outs
>Data acquisition & migration
>Training

>Rapid SAP project delivery
>Data compliance for
immediate start
>Quicker & efficient
processes
>Tighter project control
>Quicker & higher ROI

Call Absoft on +44 (0)1224 707088
or visit www.absoft.co.uk for more information
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